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From the President
Hello to you all and welcome to the 
first Weedshine for 2013.  This is 
my first report to the society as your 
new president.  I have to say, I’m 
enormously honoured to be heading up 
such a successful society and working 
with a great group of people on the 
executive.  The people that make up 
our society are some of the loveliest I’ve had 
the pleasure of meeting, so I feel a real sense of 
responsibility to do the best I can to add value.  

I’d like to thank Rachel McFadyen for the 
terrific job she did over the last two years as 
our president.  Rachel is a natural leader and 
her advice was always practical and fair.  I’m 
glad she’s able to stay on the executive as the 
immediate past president.  Having this role to 
allow continuity in the society’s leadership ‘change 
over’ is one of the reasons things run so smoothly.

Jane Morton has done a wonderful job pulling 
together another great read for everyone.  Thank 
you to the many people out there that support our 
newsletter by sending in articles and snippets of 
news.  I always enjoy reading about what you’re up 
to out there in our very large and diverse state and 
encourage you all to keep up your contributions. 

Statewide, we’ve had another challenging summer.  
I’ve heard a few people comment about how hard 
it has been to see the weeds boom again after so 
much hard work was done.  Being a glass half full 
type, I can’t help thinking how much worse it would 
be if they hadn’t done so much good work during 
the drought years!

At times like these, it’s more important than ever 
to pool our respective resources and work together 
in smart and strategic ways to minimise any gains 
the weeds and feral animals may be getting from 
our current weather extremes.  

There is no better opportunity to forge new 
connections and spark new ideas for old problems 
than at the Queensland Weed Symposium.  This 
year’s event is in Hervey Bay in July.  Start 

warming up your boss now about 
letting you go.  The symposium is a 
chance to: learn about new research 
findings that help you understand the 
‘enemy’ and therefore how to deal with 
it in smarter ways; new applications, 
techniques and tools available on 
the market; and most of all, share 

knowledge with each other so you don’t waste 
resources reinventing the wheel.  Budgets are 
tight, but the symposium is a great investment to 
help you spend your available resources better.  
The cost of registration and other information can 
be found at www.QWS2013.com

At our AGM the role of the society in advocating 
to government for greater awareness of and 
investment in invasive plant and animal research 
and management was a hot topic of debate.  It 
was agreed that the society has a role to play 
but that there needed to be some clear criteria 
to guide the executive and members.  A notice 
of a special general meeting to reach agreement 
on this matter is on page 32 of this newsletter.  
Please try to come if you can.

We also launched our first App - ‘Weeds of 
Southern Queensland’ at our AGM.  So far we 
have 114 downloads on Apple devices and 57 on 
Android this is fantastic news! See page 9 for 
further information.

Lastly, a few state government departments are 
working together to hold a Pest Animal Summit 
in May this year.  The management of wild dogs 
is getting a good run at the moment with new 
state government officers being employed and 
the Queensland Dog Offensive Group (QDOG) 
being reinvigorated, but there is a mountain of 
other feral animal issues out there which are still 
flying under the radar.  This summit provides an 
opportunity to shine the spotlight on them and 
seek common agreement on how to address them.  
Keep an eye out for more information over the 
next couple of months.

Kind regards, Dorean

WINNEr 
Congratulations to John Clarkson who identified last season’s weed 

as Triplaris americana or “ant tree”  
John has won a year’s membership

to the WSQ. 
Guess this edition’s cover weed and go into the 

draw to WIN!
Send your answer to:

newslettereditor@wsq.org.au by May 31st 2013
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WEEd SociEty of QuEENSlANd NEWS                               
WSQ 38th ANNuAl GENErAl MEEtiNG                      

The Weed Society of Queensland 38th Annual General 
Meeting was held on the 30th November 2012 at the 
Queensland Herbarium, Brisbane Botanic Gardens, 
Brisbane. Below is a summary of some of the reports 
presented at the meeting.

President’s Report - Rachel McFadyen

Weatherwise, 2012 has been a much better year 
for Queensland than was 2011, but for many of our 
members it has been a time of increasing uncertainty 
over job security. There have been significant losses 
of staff and funding in key areas of Biosecurity and 
Invasive Plant and Animal management and many of 
our members lost their jobs during the year. WSQ has 
written to the Minister The Honorable John McVeigh 
to request information on the actual situation in 
Biosecurity Queensland but so far has received no 
reply. It is a worrying trend for our members and for 
all concerned with the management of invasive plants 
and animals.  Additionally, with reduced staff numbers, 
members are finding their employers increasingly 
unwilling to release them for WSQ business such as 
organization of Symposia or workshops. We urge 
employers to take a more generous and long-term 
attitude; these WSQ activities are important training, 
development and network opportunities for everyone - 
and we do not want to become a society run solely by 
the retired!

During the year, the inter-governmental Australian 
Weeds Committee announced twelve new Weeds 
of National Significance (WoNS) with draft National 
Strategies prepared and national coordinators 
appointed but no new funding. However, hopefully 
these new declarations will result in improved 
national coordination of policy and management for 
these species. The Australian Government called for 
submissions into the new BioSecurity Bill 2012 and 
WSQ wrote in support of the detailed submission sent 
by the Invasive Species Council. 

One of our life members John Alexander (Jock) 
Robertson of Toowoomba passed away in July. WSQ 
sent flowers and an obituary was published in the 
September edition of WeedShine.  Otherwise 2012 has 
been another successful year for the society, however, 
membership numbers have remained static and the 
society will record a loss in income for the first time in 
many years.  The Queensland Pest Animal Symposium 
in Caloundra at the end of July was a very successful 
event, and broke even financially: our thanks and 
congratulations to the Organising Committee especially 
the Chair Greg Jones. 

A travel award was granted to Michael Widderick to 
attend the 6th International Weed Science Congress, 
China, and a Student Travel Award to Natalie Kerr 
to attend the 18th Australasian Weeds Conference 
in Melbourne in October. There are separate 
presentations on these awards.  I would like to take 
this opportunity to remind members of the WSQ travel 
grants to members; full information is available on our 
website. At the same time, we would like nominations 
from members for the WSQ Award, given to “an 
individual for their outstanding service and contribution 
to weed science and/or management” and for the 
George Batianoff Award for Team Excellence, given 
to a team involved in on-ground weed management. 
There is also a call for nominations for the national 
CAWS Medal for leadership in weed management.  
These Awards are opportunities to recognize 
excellence in weed management; detailed information 
is available on the websites.  

The big event this year was the transfer of the “Weeds 
of Southern Queensland” to an app for smartphones 
and other mobile devices. This is a new venture into 
21st century technology for us; the app was launched 
this morning and we wait with interest to see how 
useful members and others find it. Congratulations to 
Chris Love who, having been part of the Working Group 
which produced the book and managed the reprint in 
January 2012, almost single-handedly managed the 
production of the app.   

During the year our website was maintained and 
improved, with a link to the new ‘Grow me instead’ for 
SouthWest Queensland.  In October ABC Gardening 
Australia had a segment on garden escapes as weeds, 
with Dorean Erhart telling the audience about some of 
the impacts of these escapes.  WeedShine continues to 
be our main contact with and service to members, and 
our sincere thanks go to Jane Morton who as Editor 
has prepared the three bumper editions this year. A 
new venture has been the ‘Member Profiles’ and we 
hope to see many more members profiled in 2013. 
Also – and unrelated! – we have had several excellent 
articles on pest animal management – thanks to their 
authors.

This year the Society also branched into the political 
advocacy field, with a media release sent out prior 
to the Local Government elections in March, urging 
communities to question their local candidates re policy 
for weed and pest management. Colourful postcards 
were prepared and given out at North Queensland 
Show Days for voters to post to the State Minister 
regarding support for weed management. Members at 
the AGM will be asked to endorse these moves by the 
Executive. 
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WSQ ANNuAl GENErAl MEEtiNG                                 (cont.)

Finally, I wish to thank all members of the Executive 
for their support for me as President in the last 2 
years, especially the Secretary Craig Magnussen and 
Treasurer Chris Love.  I also thank Greg Jones, Brad 
Green and Lavinnia Fiedler who are stepping down 
from the Executive, for their work for WSQ during 2012, 
especially Greg Jones who was largely responsible for 
the success of the Pest Animal Symposium this year.  I 
wish the incoming President and Executive all the best 
for 2013, and a safe and happy Christmas and New 
Year to all members and your families. 

Treasurers Report - Chris Love    
Audited Treasurer’s Report

INCOME      
Total Income - $38,552

2010/11  2011/12
Membership Fees $  5,964  $  6,569
Interest $  5,426  $13,209
11th QWS $         0 ($  9,035)
23rd APWSS $         0  ($11,818)
3rd Pest Animal Sym $10,526  $         0
Weeds of SQ $55,094  $39,181
Cropping Forum $     232  $         0
Merchandise $         0  $         9
Other $     142  $     437
Total $ 77,384  $38,552

Membership      
334 Members -  end 2010/11 includes 5 Life Members 
330 Members - end 2011/12 presently 296 financial 
members

Interest
CBA Cheque Account   $       10.04
CBA - Term Deposit               $13,199.09
Total     $13,209.13

Weed Symposiums/Conferences                                
11th QWS, Mackay (July/Aug, 2011)     -$  9,034.93  
23rd APWSS Conf Cairns (Sept 2011)  -$11,818.18

Income - Reprint of Weeds of Southern Queensland                                                  
Total Income: $44,640.91                                                                                                                                       
Group Copies
Waggamba Landcare 4,970
Mitchell Landcare 5,040
Sunshine Coast Regional Council 3,010
Southern Downs Regional Council 980
Gympie Regional Council 980
Santos 700
AACC 630
Toowoomba Regional Council 560

14 x minimum order (490) 6,860
Total Reprinted & Sold 24,500

                                                                               
Expenses – Reprint Weeds of Southern Queensland 
Total Expenses: $33,487.27                  

Group    Expense
Waggamba Landcare - discount by 
WSQ in response to floods

$  2,710.91

Mitchell Landcare - discount by WSQ in 
response to floods

$  2,749.09

Cranbrook Press
Deposit on Printing• $18,181.82
Final Printing costs• $  8,445.45
Freight: 22 locations• $  1,400.00

Profit - Weeds of Southern Queensland

Income   $44,640.91
Expenses $33,487.27
Profit $11,153.64

EXPENSES                                                              
Total Expenses - $50,858

2010/11  2011/12
Administration $    420 $  1,179
Auditors $ 1,490 $  1,445
Newsletter $ 4,397 $  4,247
Bank Charges $    591 $     458
Web Site $    360 $     360
CAWS $    350 $     350
Office of Fair Trading $      42 $       43 
Insurance $    800 $     705
Postage $    118 $     125
Awards $ 6,500 $  3,636
Sponsorship $ 5,000 $  4,545
Weeds of SQ Reprint $        - $28,027
Weeds of SQ App $        - $  5,738
Cropping Forum $     539 $        - 
Batianoff Award $     828 $        -

Awards:   $4,000.00 (incl GST)
Travel Grant : Michael Widderick ($2,000)• 
(6th International Weed Science Congress, China)
Student Travel Award : Natalie Kerr ($2,000)• 
(18th Australasian Weeds Conference, Melbourne)

Sponsorship:                           $4,900.00 (incl GST)
Weed’s News ($1,000)• 
Keynote Speaker, APWC Cairns, Jeff Mullaley           • 
($ 2,340)
Tropical Soda Apple Presentation, WSQ, Jeff • 
Mullaley ($1,560)
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STaTEMENT Of INCOME & EXPENdITuRE
TOTaL Income $  38,552
less 
TOTaL Expenses $  50,858
NET Loss $  12,306

BaLaNCE SHEET as at 30.09.12
Assets  2010/11  2011/12
CBA - Cheque A/C $  29,240 $  13,746
CBA - Term Deposit $173,791 $186,990
QWS Seed Money $  10,788 $  10,000
APWSS Seed Money $  13,000 $           - 
QPAS Seed Money $    9,000 $    9,000
GST Owed              - $       464
Total $235,819 $220,200

Liabilities & Equity

GST Payable $    3,313

NET aSSETS $232,506 $220,200

Members Accumulated Funds

Opening balance 1/10/11 $176,557 $232,506

Net Surplus/Deficit $  55,949 $  12,306

Balance 30/09/12 $232,506 $220,200

Newsletter Editors Report - Jane Morton          
majority of members continue to prefer printed • 
copies of the newsletter
three newsletters produced in 2012• 

Summer/Autumn (combined), Winter and Spring• 
each newsletter contains over 20 pages of • 
informative information 

covering cropping, environmental weed and pest • 
animal issues

produced as full color in semi-gloss 100% recycled • 
paper
delivered to members as both printed and electronic • 
(pdf)
Queensland State Library retains copies of all • 
newsletters
majority of members are in SEQld• 

 
Council of australasian Weed 
Societies (CaWS) Report - Steve Walker                                            
Strategic Plan (2013-18) 

 previous was over ambitious and not achievable• 
designing a simpler and hopefully achievable SP• 

Proposed goals
CAWS is recognised by all levels of government • 
and general communities of Australia and NZ as the 

leading independent body regarding weed issues
CAWS promotes, supports and provides advice for • 
weed related activities
CAWS remains a viable, effective and active body • 
representing member societies

Australian Weed Conferences
2014 in Tasmania• 
2016 in Perth• 
discussions on options to improve attendance, • 
frequency, potential to join Australian Agronomy 
Conferences, avoid clashes

Asia Pacific Weed Science Society Conference
Australian rep on the APWSS executive committee• 
‘The role of weed science in supporting food security • 
by 2020’
22• nd to 25th October 2013
Bandung, Indonesia• 
www.apwss2013.com•  

Website
all papers from proceedings back to 1st CAWS AWC • 
(1978)

Travel awards
supported 2 students and 1 early career scientist • 
($5000 total)
some changes in wording on website • 

2013 President
Michael Widderick• 

darling downs Branch report - Steve Walker
planned to run a series of seminars (emphasis on • 
crop weed issues)
1st seminar 23rd May 2012 ‘Latest research on • 
fleabane management’

‘Why glyphosate is not working’ Steve Walker• 
‘Fallow and in-crop management’ Michael • 
Widderick
‘Adjuvants and spray application on mature • 
plants’ Lawrie Price
Lots of interest• 

concept good (but I would have liked to have • 
organised more activities)

North Queensland Branch report - Travis Sydes
the transition of the Siam weed eradication program • 
to a management program;
the four tropical weeds eradication program is to • 
continue (now the only national cost-share weed 
eradication program);
successful Biodiversity Fund application for Gamba • 
grass project;
the possibility of a Northern Australia ‘sub-branch’;• 
The foundations for a ‘Weeds of Northern • 
Queensland’ are in place;
having wins on Cecropia, paper mulberry, fireweed • 
and stevia;
major vertebrate pest issues are pigs in the Cape • 
and horses in some communities;
planning underway for a joint forum of Far North • 
Queensland pest advisory groups, with assistance 
from WSQ.

WSQ ANNuAl GENErAl MEEtiNG                                 (cont.)
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Central Queensland Branch report - Trudy Baker
main concern is proliferation of previously unseen • 
weeds since floods;
pig numbers have increased in response to good • 
seasons and are destroying advantageous crop 
plantings;
joint forum (with WSQ assistance) to be organised • 
at Lake Awoonga – aiming for mid February 2013;
several new washdown facilities have been • 
constructed with funding from gas corporations.

2013 Queensland Weeds Symposium report - Bruce 
Wilson

an Organising Committee established.• 
three tenders were received for providing the • 
management services.  These were evaluated 
against the criteria and Iceberg Events appointed. 
Symposium will be held in southern Qld on rotation.  • 
The location selected is Hervey Bay using the 
Urangan Boat Club as the venue.  Excellent and 
reasonably priced accommodation is available 
adjacent to the venue.
theme for the Symposium is “Weeds – Everyone’s • 
Business”
branding has been developed, a website is live • 
(www.qws2013.com), a Twitter tag has been 
established, the Symposium has been advertised 
in Weedshine and email newsletters sent out.  The 
focus is very much on business in line with current 
budget and travel restrictions.   
video/multimedia presentations are encouraged as • 
an alternative to posters.  Also, to encourage papers 
that are operational rather than scientific, papers will 
also be accepted in an extended summary format. 
keynote speakers will be Brett de Hayr, National • 
Landcare Facilitator and former CEO of Agforce, 
and Jenni Metcalfe from eConnect Communication.  
Dave Berman as a poet and entertainer will be MC 
for the dinner to be held at the Kingfisher Bay Resort 
on Fraser Island.  The Mayor of FCRC has agreed 
to give a welcoming address at the Reception.
call for abstracts is currently open (to 15 Feb 2013)• 
DowAgrosciences (Platinum level), Powerlink and • 
QMDC have agreed to be sponsors. Additional 
sponsors are still being sought.
field trips are currently being developed using the • 
format of the same trip for all with buses leaving at 
different times or travelling in opposite directions.
Bruce sincerely thanked all committee members for • 
their efforts and time in developing and promoting 
the Symposium in challenging times.

2012 Queensland Pest animal Symposium report - 
Greg Jones

Greg Jones thanked everyone involved in the event, • 
particularly, Carmel Kerwick, Peter Bell, Dave 
Berman, Damien Ferguson, Lavinnia Fiedler, Frank 
Keenan, Peter Murray, Tony Pople, Mark Weaver 
and Alexis Wilson.
Greg advised 143 delegates attended the event and • 
that a profit of $42.83 was made!
the final report from EventCorp is available on • 

request.

2012 Queensland Pest animal Branch report - Greg 
Jones

research into the invasiveness of Indian mynas • 
underway
a range of excellent articles on vertebrate pest • 
management were delivered in Weedshine
pigs are very topical at the moment with good • 
numbers across the State
deer are potentially a big pest management issue in • 
the future given thier urban/peri urban movement
the next Australasian Vertebrate Pest Conference • 
falls in the same year as the next Queensland Pest 
Animal Symposium – looking at hosting a joint event
the Pest Animal branch is building momentum with • 
opportunities to extend membership into regional 
areas
Greg advised that regretfully he is unable to • 
continue as the Pest Animal representative and 
thanked the Executive and membership.

18th australasian Weeds Conference report - Rachel 
McFadyen

of the Executive, Rachel, Travis, Chris and Craig • 
attended this event held in Melbourne in October;
it was a successful conference but there were a • 
few learnings for the 2013 Queensland Weeds 
Symposium;
the next Australasian Weeds Conference is to be • 
held in Tasmania, with the following one to be held 
in Perth;
there are significant challenges facing societies • 
running successful conferences with securing 
sponsorship and government austerity measures.

General Business
Gabrielle Vivian-Smith told the meeting the sad • 
news that Steve Matheson had recently passed 
away.

the response from the DAFF Minister to the recent • 
postcards organised by Travis Sydes in North 
Queensland was read out. A copy of the letter is on 
pages 10 and 11 of this Weedshine.

The following motions discussed 
Discussion on role of WSQ in advocacy for weed 
management and research, including consideration of 
postcards used in FNQ, media protocol, media releases

Motion endorsing Executive actions on advocacy in • 
2012, authorising continued advocacy by Executive, 
and inviting members to bring issues to relevant 
Executive member. (Rachel, Travis, Dorean)

Following more general discussion from the floor 
regarding the motion put forward in the AGM Agenda the 
original motion was split as follows:

Motion 1•	  - that the Executive’s action on pest 
management advocacy undertaken to date (in 2012) 
be accepted.

WSQ ANNuAl GENErAl MEEtiNG                                 (cont.)
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Rachel spoke for; Kathy Stephens spoke against.  
Carried

Motion 2•	  - that the Executive continue to advocate 
on pest management issues, with the scope of the 
advocacy role to be discussed by a working group 
of the Executive and presented for consideration by 
members at a special general meeting.

Rachel spoke for; no one spoke against.  
Carried

NOTE: A Special General Meeting in response to 
Motion 2 at the AGM is advertised on page 28 of this 
weedshine. 

Election	of	Office	Bearers	for	2013
New Executive

President - Dorean Erhart• 
Vice President - Steve Walker• 
Secretary - Craig Magnussen• 
Treasurer - Chris Love• 
Newsletter Editor - Jane Morton• 
Newsletter helper (non-voting) - David Thornby• 
Website manager (non-voting) - John Hodgon• 
SEQ Rep - Jen Ford• 
DD Branch Rep - Craig Hunter• 
NQ rep - Travis Sydes• 
West Qld rep - Ursula Keating• 
CQ rep - Trudy Baker• 
CAWS rep - Steve Walker• 
2nd CAWS rep (non-voting) - Dorean Erhart • 
Pest Animal Branch Rep - Iain Jamieson• 
Qld Weed Symposium Rep - Bruce Wilson• 

Weed Society of queensland 2013 executive left to right: 
Bruce Wilson, ursula Keating, Iain Jamieson, David Thornby, Steve Walker, Rachel McFadyen, Dorean Erhart, Jane Morton, Craig 
Magnussen, Trudy Baker, Chris love, Travis Sydes.  Missing: Craig Hunter, Jen Ford and John Hodgon. 

Queensland 
12th Queensland Weed symposium
Registration now open
15th -18th July 2013
The Boat Club 
Hervey Bay, Queensland
www.QWS2013.com

Goondiwindi GRDC Adviser Grains Research Update 
March 5th-6th 2013
Goondiwindi Community Centre, Goondiwindi
Contact: John Cameron or Erica McKay on 02 9482 4930 
or northernupdates@icanrural.com.au 
http://www.icanrural.com.au

Turkey
16th European Weed Research Society Symposium
24th-27th June, 2013
Samsun, Turkey
https://www.ewrs2013.org/

Canada
18th International Conference on Aquatic Invasive 
Species, April 21st-25th 2013
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada.
http://www.icais.org/

Indonesia
24th Asia-Pacific Weed Science Society Conference, 
22nd-25th October 2013. 
Abstract submission closes 22nd June 2013.
Bandung, Indonesia. http://www.apwss2013.com/

diAry EvENtS

WSQ ANNuAl GENErAl MEEtiNG                                 (cont.)
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WEEdS of SouthErN QuEENSlANd:      

AvAilAblE AS AN APP.                     chris love (WSQ treasurer and App coordinator)

The popular book, Weeds of Southern Queensland (3rd edition), is now available as an app for smart phones, 
tablets and similar devices for both Android and Apple. The official launch was conducted by Gerry Colby-Williams, 
Gardening Australia presenter, on 30th November 2012 prior to the Weed Society of Queensland 2012 Annual 
General Meeting.

84,500 copies of Weeds of Southern Queensland (3rd edition) are 
currently in circulation and the leap forward into the digital age was 
supported by the WSQ executive. Profits from the reprint of the Weeds 
of Southern Queensland book were used to fund the project.  A 
communications company in Sydney was contracted to carry out the 

conversion from the book to the app, a process made a lot easier with the same electronic files and photos used 
with the book’s production. The electronic files just needed to be combined to be able to produce the framework for 
the format of the app and then the photos and weed management information just needed to be linked to each of 
the 132 weeds – sounds easy, but there was a lot of “checking” required to ensure all links worked, etc.

There are a few additions/updates compared to the book, including the extra WoNS species, which were announced 
after the book’s publication, marked with a GOLD star in the app.

 
The app is available for $1.99 -  
for Android tablet and phone 
devices from the Google Play Store 
link below:
https://play.google.com/store/
search?q=wsq+weeds&c=apps

and for Apple iPad and iPhone 
users go to this link: https://
itunes.apple.com/au/app/
weeds-southern-queensland/
id597804971?mt=8&ls=1 

left: Gerry Colby-Williams launching the WSq Weeds os Southern qld app. 
above: Gerry Colby-Williams, Rachel McFadyen and WSq members at the launch 
of the WSq app.
Below: Front page of the WSq app.
Photos courtesy Jane Morton.
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rESPoNSE froM             

thE MiNiStEr for dEPArtMENt of AGriculturE, fiShEriES ANd forEStry 
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rESPoNSE froM thE dAff MiNiStEr                                (cont.)
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Dorean Erhart         (President WSq)

Born in Sydney, Dorean’s lived in every major city in Australia bar Hobart and Darwin.  Her parents instilled a love 
of this country early, by trying to be the migrant version of the Leyland brothers. Her parents took the family across 
the Nullabor Plain from Adelaide to Perth in the 70‘s when it was just a muddy, rutted, dirt track in the trusty old 1966 
Toyota Crown.  “The Crownagarama” as it was known, went on to do the crossing another four times and circled 
Australia twice while still in the family.  It is now a variety bash car, still bouncing across our dusty plains and racking 
up an impressive million miles.  

With so much time spent in the outback, it’s no surprise Dorean ended up with a passion for native plants, but 
being a bit of a prissy, girly type, she decided to do a degree in landscape architecture instead of botany or ecology.  
She got there eventually though and has spent the better part of twenty years as a landscape ecologist and 
environmental planner.

Dorean was part of a group of council environmental officers who regularly collaborated to get things done with very 
few resources, bringing the Land for Wildlife program to Queensland and setting up the SEQ Fire and Biodiversity 
Consortium in the late 90’s.

She first got serious about weeds in 2002/3 when the Brisbane City Council funded her proposal for a program 
called ‘Wipe Out Weeds’, based on a citywide assessment of the distribution and density of weeds, stats and 
facts about their impacts and costs to council and a strategic and quantified approach to investing in their control 
and management.  The funding went from $200K to $1.2M in three years as the system for investment and 
demonstrated outcomes on the ground proved themselves.  It was about the same time she was invited to become 
the Weed Society of Queensland’s newsletter editor and discovered the wonderful family that the Society is.

In 2009, Dorean joined the Local Government Association of Queensland as their Natural Assets, NRM and Climate 
Change Principal Advisor.  Her job involves working with the State and Federal governments to encourage the 
development of new legislation and policies that are able to be practically and effectively delivered on the ground.  
She finds the work diverse and a great challenge, the best part being talking to local government people and other 
stakeholders across the state about ‘life on the ground’ and the endless possibilities for change and improvement.

While all that work stuff is important, Dorean’s four year old grandson helps remind her of what the truly important 
things in life are - jumping in puddles, pebble skimming, eating ice cream as it melts all over your hand and chasing 
butterflies.

The PeoPle who are The wSQ 
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Craig Hunter              (WSq Darling Downs rep)

Craig is currently a Biosecurity Officer based at Dalby. He has worked for 
the past 16 years in natural resource management in various fields including 
QPWS, Local Govt, regional NRM, Biosecurity and Vegetation Mgt roles. 

He has had the opportunity to work on pest species over the majority of the 
state, in particular on emergency response operations aimed at eradicating 
newly detected invasive pests and diseases (Weeds, Tramp ants, Asian 
Bees, Hendra virus etc).

As a Biosecurity officer, Craig’s major role is to manage and support various 
Class 1 eradication projects (Chilean Needle Grass, Bitou Bush etc). Other 
roles include supporting emergency response for pests and diseases, 
collating state-wide spatial data of pests, provide pest management advice 
to the resource sector/agriculture producers and support local governments 
in delivering effective pest management outcomes.

Craig’s time out of work revolves around his family, adventuring on fishing/
camping trips, helping mates with stuff, cooking, playing touch/squash/biking, fixing things at home (when I’m told). 
He enjoys growing/gathering his own tucker (vegies, lamb, chooks, fish) and swapping it with mates.
  

Travis Sydes                  (North queensland rep)

Travis Sydes is Natural Asset Management Coordinator for Far North Queensland Regional Organisation of 
Councils (FNQROC), a representative group for local governments of the Far North. The key deliverables of this 
role include strategic planning, data/information systems, spatial analysis and partnerships for invasive species, 
landscape repair and rehabilitation, biodiversity conservation and fire.

I never intended to specialise in weeds, but 
coming from an active natural history family 
the inevitable happened.  After getting involved 
in the bush regeneration scene in Melbourne 
in the early 90’s (with a quite useless fine art 
degree in tow) I became involved with invasive 
species. Initially in a very on-my-knees Bradley 
sisters kind of way but as the issues grew into 
landscape scale problems herbicides found 
a place in my operational toolkit as well. The 
rest, as they say is history, some quite recent. 
I stepped out of the tropical rainforests after 
leading operational teams chasing Miconia, 
Koster’s Curse and others in early 2008 and 
have been working at translating my operational 
learning’s into strategy, GIS, communication 
tools and advocating for appropriate resourcing 
for invasive species management. 

I am inspired by the pest management scene 
in the far north, big landscapes, big issues 
and some even bigger personalities. We 
have a lot on our plate but we also have 
enduring partnerships which keep programs 
moving forward despite what the resourcing 
rollercoaster throws at us.

Was this the last time I did anything useful? Dropping a mature miconia tree 
in the Whyanbeel valley in 2008.

thE PEoPlE Who ArE thE WSQ                                 (cont.)
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ursula Keating             (WSq Western qld rep)

Originally from Capella, Central Queensland where her family have a cattle and cropping property. Schooled in 
Rockhampton and attended UQ Gatton graduating with a Bachelor of Applied Science in Animal Studies. After 
completing university Ursula moved to FNQ to work for AQIS. Based out of the Cairns International airport Ursula 
gained a wealth of knowledge of pest plants and animals; and diseases and pests of plants, animals and humans.  

Employment with AQIS is where Ursula developed her inspection and intuition skills of a nationally accredited 
quarantine officer. During this time Ursula was privileged to work alongside some of the most experienced 
quarantine officers like Barb Waterhouse and undertake work in various programs of AQIS such as air and cargo 
clearance and the NAQS program.

During this time Ursula got married to Steve and had 3 children. Together Ursula and Steve have a passion for 
Australian Stock Horses and began their stud in the year 2000. A few years in they realised that the FNQ country 
they were living in wasn’t suitable for breeding horses. This prompted the mammoth move to where they have re-
established their ASH stud in Chinchilla in SE Qld. The country is far better for breeding horses and we are much 
closer to higher standard competitions and sales. Shortly after the move Ursula became the Chinchilla Grandfather 
Clock Campdraft Secretary to establish some networks within the horse industry in SE Qld which provided the 
opportunity to meet people nationwide.  

Once settled Ursula decided to go back into the workforce developing her own consultancy business AA&ES. This 
business specialises in pest plant management and awareness, focusing on vehicle/ machinery weed hygiene. 
Ursula works closely with gas proponents and their contractors, land owners and local government to promote 
awareness of Queensland declared pest plants and develop efficient and effective clean and inspect techniques of 
vehicle, machinery and equipment. During this time Ursula was selected to partake in and completed the Blackwood 
Corporation Rural Leadership program delivered by the Australian Rural Leadership Foundation.

Through AA&ES Ursula has also assisted and mentored a local traditional owner group establish and develop their 
own business enterprise being a clean down and inspection service for the mining/ CSG industry in SW Qld. She is 
currently working with a second Traditional Owner group to establish an enterprise in weed identification and control 
to also contract to CSG companies and major contractors.

Ursula is also focusing on design and 
provision of portable/ water recycling 
clean and inspect facilities for remote 
areas such as scouting and mining 
exploration camps, lay down areas and 
pipelines. This is to take pressure off 
the public facilities and decrease the 
amount of water being used to clean 
a vehicle and still aim to meet industry 
standards.

Ursula enjoys making people aware 
of the threats weeds have on our 
environment, economy and the social 
impacts of them and is passionate 
about playing her part in trying to 
minimise or manage the spread of pest 
plants, especially declared species.

registration now open

www.QWS2013.com

thE PEoPlE Who ArE thE WSQ                                 (cont.)
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The presence and impacts of wild dogs (Canis lupus dingo and their hybrids) are increasingly being felt by 
producers and residents of towns and outer suburbs throughout the more populated areas of eastern NSW and 
Queensland. Management tools used to control wild dogs across rural Australia have limited use in peri-urban 
areas. Peri-urban wild dog management is often contentious and difficult to implement given the presence of 
a variety of stakeholders with wide-ranging and often conflicting ideologies. This conflict is compounded by a 
general lack of understanding about wild dog ecology and the effectiveness of management techniques in these 
environments. There is a critical need to assess the nature, impacts, origins and distribution of wild dog problems 
and provide a knowledge base from which to manage wild dogs in peri-urban environments. 

The Invasive Animals Co-operative Research Centre, in conjunction with Biosecurity Queensland, NSW Department 
of Primary Industries and various Local Governments have recently commenced a 3-year research project to 
document the nature, distribution and impact of peri-urban dingoes; investigate their ecology and movements, and 
test alternative management approaches in peri-urban environments. 

The ecology and management research areas will include movements, diet, genetics, impacts and management, 
and new control techniques.

Movements: Detailed daily movements of wild 
dogs will be monitored via GPS/satellite/VHF 
collars in at least two (and up to four) study 
areas. Animals will be trapped, collared and 
released within participating local government 
areas during routine control operations. This will 
provide data on wild dog movements, survival 
rates, and habitat use in such environs. 

Diet: Stomachs (and possibly scats) will be 
collected from wild dogs in peri-urban areas 
and analyzed for dietary composition. This will 
provide an indication of the relative importance of 
native and anthropogenic food sources, potential 
impact on native fauna and competition with 
other species, and likely foraging habitats. 

Genetics: Tissue samples will be collected from 
wild dogs euthanased as part of routine control 
programs conducted within and adjacent to peri-
urban research sites. Samples will be assessed 
for 1) genetic purity (ie domestic dog versus dingo origin); and 2) gene flow between sampled populations. Genetic 
purity will determine the degree of hybridization with domestic dogs that has occurred and will be examined from 
samples collected from multiple peri-urban environments. In one study area, the genetic profile of more distant 
hinterland wild dog populations will be compared to the profiles of peri-urban wild dogs to assess gene flow. Gene 
flow can be used to determine: 1) If a region acts as a single/multiple demographic management unit (based on 
dispersal among locations), 2) If current management units are targeting ‘whole’ or ‘part’ management units, 3) 
Patterns of movement between rural and peri-urban wild dog populations, and 4) Source populations (if any). This 
information will provide direction for more targeted wild dog management. 

Impacts and management: Data relating to the impact and control costs from wild dog activities will be collated from 
local governments, veterinarians and other sources within the study sites. Specific areas targeted include the range 
and scale of impacts suffered from wild dogs, the type and efficacy of methods used to control wild dog impacts, and 
the associated costs of control.  Control options are limited in peri-urban environs; thus a greater understanding of 
the application and efficacy of current control measures will further understanding of potential applications of new 
control technologies.

QuEENSlANd PESt ANiMAl brANch                

NAturE ANd iMPActS of PEri-urbAN Wild doGS  
                           Matt Gentle, Senior Zoologist, dAff

above: Wild dog with GPS/satellite/VHF collar. 
Photo courtesy Ben allen
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New control techniques: This project will 
investigate the feasibility and facilitate 
the testing of new control techniques in 
peri-urban areas. New techniques to be 
tested potentially include the M44 ejector, 
PAPP, and LTD (lethal trap device) (when 
available). Techniques will be implemented 
in cooperation with participating local 
governments. Traditional methods (e.g. 
1080, trapping) also need to be better 
adapted.  

The involvement of Local Government 
has been crucial to initiate this project 
and a number of local governments, 
including Moreton Bay, Somerset, 
Logan, Sunshine Coast Regional 
Councils, and Brisbane and Gold 
Coast City Councils have already 
committed resources to the project. A 
number of supportive student projects, 
including an honours degree on diet 
and a doctorate on disease prevalence, 
are currently being finalised with the 
University of Queensland. This project 
will improve our knowledge of dog 
ecology, and the extent and nature of 
the wild dog problem to help provide 
recommendations on best-practice 
strategies and tools for managing peri-
urban wild dogs.

Project staff include Matt Gentle (Senior Zoologist), Ben Allen (Project Officer) and James Speed (District 
Experimentalist) who are all based with the Robert Wicks Pest Animal Research Centre, Biosecurity Qld in 
Toowoomba. 

For more information contact Matt Gentle: matthew.gentle@daff.qld.gov.au; 0746881033

above: urban dingoes eats roo kill. Photo courtesy Mark Goulett.

left:  Wild dog damage to sheep. Photo courtesy Guy Ballard.

Bottom: urban dingo  in suburb of Burpengary. Photo courtesy Mark 
Goulett.

NAturE ANd iMPActS of PEri-urbAN Wild doGS                                         (cont.)
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The Australasian Vertebrate Pest Conference (AVPC) and Queensland Pest Animal Symposium (QPAS) will be 
combining for a spectacular 2014 event .

The AVPC organising committee is seeking  assistance in identifying conference themes for the AVPC.

As a member of the Qld Weeds Society (Pest Animal Branch) you have an opportunity to forward priority topics, or 
areas of particular interest  to the organising committee Chair, Dr Matt Gentle matthew.gentle@daff.qld.gov.au.

The 16th AVPC is scheduled to be held in Brisbane in May 2014 with Biosecurity  Queensland the host organisation.  
The conference is targeted at those working in the Vertebrate Pest field and includes presentations on the ecology 
of vertebrate pests, new tools and methodologies as well as the community aspects of pest animal control.  Animal 
welfare and community attitudes to human-wildlife conflicts are also expected to be covered.

The Australasian Vertebrate Pest Conference is a not-for-profit event held every three years to bring together 
researchers, managers, students and policy makers dealing with pest animals. The meeting is convened by the 
Vertebrate Pests Committee (VPC) and is hosted by each jurisdiction on a rotational basis. The conference is held 
every three years; the last conference was held in Sydney 2011 . 

 As part of the role of the VPC is to provide coordinated policy and planning solutions to pest animal issues, the 
scientific subcommittee of the organising committee would be grateful for input on priorities and ideas for conference 
symposia.

 For your reference, the 2011 conference symposia/sessions included:

Human-wildlife conflict: Integrating Ethics, Animal welfare and Science• 
Pest eradication on islands• 
Maori and Aboriginal Wildlife Management• 
Fertility control for pest animal management• 
Wild dogs and biodiversity• 
Measuring and managing the impacts of feral camels• 
Wild dog management techniques• 
Rabbit management• 
Community participation in pest control• 
Pest fish management and control• 
Assessing and managing risks of exotic animals• 
New Tools: developments and strategies in pest control• 
Managing environmental pests: feral pigs• 

Please contact Dr Matt Gentle at matthew.gentle@daff.qld.gov.au if you would like to put forward topics or areas of 
interest for this conference.

SEEkiNG your iNPut to thE       
AuStrAliAN vErtEbrAtE PESt coNfErENcE  
                                             Matt Gentle, chair, AvPc
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This is a brief summary of a workshop held at the 
International Weed Science Congress, Hangzhou, 
China on 19th June 2012, which was organised by 
Karle Hurle (Germany), Helmut Walter (Germany) and 
Mark Spinney (UK). The full summary is available on 
the IWSS website.

This all-day workshop started with four introductory 
lectures:

Changes in agricultural structure and globalization • 
of production systems: the view of an agronomist 
by R Blackshaw (Canada)
The future of agriculture an requirements for the • 
food industry by H Reust (China)
Future information and communication technology • 
and agriculture by S Wolfert and C Kempenaar 
(Netherlands)
Sustainability and weed management by D • 
Sammons (USA). 

• 
This was followed by the following three discussions 
topics, the workshop finished with making some 
recommendations for future weed science.

Evolution of weed related problems
Weeds are becoming more global and herbicide 
resistant as production systems in broad-acre crops 
are becoming more standardised around the globe with 
a limited number of effective herbicides. Global trade 
and a changing climate add to the continued spread of 
weeds. 

The following key trends were identified: 
Still more herbicide resistant weeds, including • 
multi-herbicide resistant species
Increase in weediness/plasticity of key weeds, • 
such as season-long germinations and increased 
metabolic capacity
More crop related weed species• 
Potential difficulties controlling herbicide-tolerant • 
(HT) crops in rotations
Weed shifts driven by a change from hand-• 
weeding to chemical control triggered by labour 
shortage and increasing labour costs
Increase of surface-germinating weeds due • 
to increased adoption of conservation tillage 
practices
Water scarcity drives the move to drill-seeded • 
rice promoting grass weeds and others that were 
suppressed in flooded rice
Increased problems with parasitic weeds under • 
continuous cultivation of host crops combined with 
low fertility

General weed problems in specialty crops and • 
vegetables due to disappearance of old herbicides 
and lack of new compounds for minor crops
The general public have no idea about the impact • 
of weeds on yields and thus food supply. 

Control of weed and management in the future
During the second half of the 20th century the 
introduction of plethora of herbicides resulted in 
farmers achieving unprecedented weed control, with 
greater simplicity and cost efficiency. As well the recent 
introduction of HT crops increased the opportunities 
to use existing products and simplified the practice of 
weed control further. However, these advances are not 
without consequences.
Weed populations have adapted in composition in 
response to herbicide pressure, and in certain weeds 
there has been an enrichment of genes that conferred 
herbicide resistance, rending these herbicides useless. 
Thus, shifting to alternative products can bring the 
weed population back under control, but unfortunately 
resistance to the failed product is rarely diminished 
significantly and rarely eliminated. 
Certain weed species have a high propensity to 
develop resistance and can evolve resistance to 
multiple products, by ‘stacking’ different resistance 
genes or using mechanisms, such as metabolism that 
can confer resistance to herbicides irrespective of their 
mode of action, which may include products that have 
not even been invented yet.

fEAturES

World cAfé oN thE          
‘futurE chAllENGES to AGriculturE ANd 
thiEr iMPAct oN WEEd SciENcE’                               
        Steve Walker, university of Queensland

Steve Walker at the International Weed Science 
Congress, Hangzhou, China on 19th June 2012                                                                            
Photo courtesy Steve Walker.
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The commercial success of HT crops and subsequent 
over-reliance on single weed control tools has led to 
emergence of resistant ‘super’ weeds. This has led to 
a clamour for a quick fix from industry for new product 
solutions. While this spike in publicity has sparked a 
resurgence of interest in weed research, new products 
are increasingly hard and costly to discover.
What does this all mean for the future of weed control?
The potential irreparable failure of modern herbicides in 
the world’s major food, fibre and energy crops threatens 
to undermine progress in mankind’s development and 
prosperity, making weed resistance one of the biggest 
drivers for change when considering weed control in 
the world’s agriculture in the future.
Whatever industry, government and academia can 
contribute to this issue, the reality is that weed control 
takes place on the farm and therefore in the hands of 
the grower. Another major challenge to the successful 
management of weeds is how to communicate 
and influence growers to adopt the best strategies, 
technologies and practices to combat weeds.

Research in weed science in the future
The discussion was mainly focused on research related 
to weed control and management as a response to the 
ongoing developments in the weed flora. Other areas 
were the critical issue of funding of research in weed 
science, the need for future oriented education in weed 
science and the need for improving the profile of weed 
science in academia and the public. 
Some key issues identified were: 

Develop precision weed control systems to • 
optimize the use of herbicides and lowering the 
risk of herbicide resistance development 
Explore the potential utility of field robots for weed • 
control 
Breeding weed tolerant crops and allelopathic • 
crops that suppress/kill weeds 
Increase the knowledge on weed biology • 
(including biochemical, molecular biological and 
genetic aspects), weed ecology, local and global 
distribution and population dynamics of weed 
species for the development of a more knowledge 

based weed management. Elaborate and merge 
the above information in a comprehensive 
knowledge base for major weed species 
Need for weed surveys and mapping to • 
understand changes in species composition and 
geographic distribution 
Need for long-term management strategies in • 
addition to short-term control solutions 
Develop Decision Support Systems (DSS) to aid • 
farmers in weed control 
Improve knowledge about the mechanisms of the • 
development, spread and stability of herbicide 
resistance 
Need for more diversity in weed control – develop • 
Integrated Weed Management (IWM) systems 
– applying agronomic practices including cover 
crops for sustainable weed management 
Need for current data on crop yield loss due to • 
weeds 

Recommendations for future weed science
The following recommendations were decided at the 
workshop:

IWSS (and affiliated weed societies) co-ordinate 1. 
the study of the world’s “worst weeds”. The idea 
would be to search and pool information, identify 
critical gaps and sponsor necessary research in 
order to build up a knowledge base, upon which 
better intervention and management strategies 
can be based. Consideration should be given to 
the creation/designation of research “centres of 
excellence” and support for global “networks” of 
concerned scientists and extension workers.
IWSS consider what steps can be taken to promote 2. 
and accelerate the adoption of technology relating 
to integrated weed management, precision 
agriculture and resistance management 
More in depth information about weed species 3. 
is needed for the development of new control 
technologies. The control of weeds in the field 
has to be put on a more sustainable footing and 
the reality is that this implies a change in farmer 
behaviour, with an increased emphasis on long-

term management with better integration 
of chemical, non-chemical and cultural 
control methods. The role of extension 
services in the transformation of new 
scientific evidence is critical in driving 
and supporting this behaviour change. 
IWSS (and affiliated weed societies) 
develop an agenda and implement a 
campaign to lobby governments, NGOs, 
crop associations to garner support and 
funding for extension activities 

This successful and innovative workshop 
was attended by 60-100 delegates. 
For a future workshop the organising 
committee recommended to include 
more young scientists as well as 
colleagues from other disciplines to 
elaborate and prepare for the future.

World cAfE oN thE futurE chAllENGErS                         (cont.)

Michael Widderick on a field trip at the 
International Weed Science Congress, 
Hangzhou, China on 19th June 2012.                                                                      
Photo courtesy Steve Walker.
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Out of all the environmental weed species that managers contend with across northern Australia, pond apple 
(Annona glabra) encapsulates many of our biggest challenges on a whole range of levels. Although the current 
national distribution ranges from Darwin to Northern NSW the primary infestations occur between Hinchinbrook 
Island and the tip of Cape York Peninsula with a significant outlier in the Mackay region. Remote infestations are 
now under monitoring in Darwin, Townsville, Torres Strait and NSW. 

So what’s unique about pond apple and what lessons and challenges does it provide to weed managers?

At an international level pond apple shares an interesting relationship with the Australian native Melaleuca 
quinquenervia. In an almost mutual exchange both species displace each other in their introduced ranges where 
both are considered transformer species and major threats to the composition of each other’s native community. 
Certainly not the only mutual exchange of invasive species (think South Africa and temperate Australia) but an 
interesting case-in-point and with a range of other Aussies (and I mean plants) behaving badly in Florida (Acacia 
and Casuarina) we perhaps have the better end of the deal at present.

At a national and Asia-Pacific level pond apple provides some unique challenges for strategic planning due to its 
oceanic dispersal. The core infestations in the Wet Tropics coastal lowlands provide a steady source of potential 
reintroduction to coastlines north and south.  Like the temperate coastal drifter, sea spurge (Euphorbia paralias), 
the oceanic phase of pond apples life cycle means it is crucial that we maintain a big picture whole-of-infestation 
approach. 

   

Regionally pond apple is high on the list of management priorities for local and regional authorities although it 
continually runs the risk of being out of sight out of mind. This is largely because it grows in places like mangrove 
margins and freshwater wetlands where people just don’t go (unless they’re chasing pond apple of course). It 
does not necessarily impact on agriculture (with the exception of drainage systems) and generally does not appear 
on road sides, open spaces or other places directly in the public eye. Identification-wise it looks a lot like many 
mangrove species and for the untrained eye a wall to wall infestation might well look like a tropical wooded wetland 
in its natural state. In this sense it is truly an environmental weed and one that raises the ire of those that know it 
and the ambivalence of those who don’t.

At the coalface, and as far as weeds go, it is not that difficult to control and our management toolbox is up to the job 
and improving all the time. The key issue is access and environmental factors. Getting operators in and out safely 
in the face of all the usual health and safety concerns of working in wetlands and the tropics coupled with the added 
risks of crocodiles and other things that bite really pushes the paradigm of what is possible in weed management. 
It certainly takes significant dedication from staff to get stuck into this one. On the flip side the job can be hugely 
satisfying because the results in terms of site transformation and recovery can be rapid and dramatic.
So as far as weeds go it is a bit of a unique one and certainly makes for an interesting story. I have collated a few 
tales of management from up and down the coast to give readers a bit of an idea of the current state of play. Thanks 
to Michelle Field from Reef Catchments, Russell Graham from Cape York Weeds and Feral Animals Program and 
Pete Logan and crew from Cairns Regional Council.

Pond Apple in Mackay by Michelle Field Reef Catchments 
In 2010 Reef Catchments received funding through the Australian Government’s Caring for our Country program 
to eradicate Pond Apple from the Mackay Whitsunday Region over a period of three years.  The project, which 
is actively supported by the Mackay Regional Council, the Queensland Government, Pioneer Catchment and 
Landcare Group and the Mackay Regional Pest Management Group, has entered the final six months of operations. 

              

PoNd APPlE uNdEr thE SPotliGht                              
      travis Sydes, Natural Asset Management coordinator, fNQroc

 The floating seeds of pond apple 
closely resemble pumpkin seeds 
and can float and remain viable 
for many months in sea water. 
They are a key early detection 
tool so keep your eyes open when 
you’re at the beach.
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The Mackay Whitsunday Region is currently dealing with two infestations 
of Pond Apple. Interestingly, Pond Apple seems to behave differently in this 

region compared to more northerly 
regions, with normal prolific and 
dense stands growing upstream 
but stands downstream thinning 
and dying before reaching the 
mangrove systems of Reliance 
Creek and the Pioneer River 
catchments. 

This unusual behaviour has aided 
control efforts, with about 21 ha 
successfully treated. Control 
methods include ‘cut and paste’ with 

either Round-Up Bio-Active or Vigilant for mature trees, and hand removal for 
seedlings. This has been highly successful, and all that remains of the control 
effort is to follow up on reshooting stumps and germination of the seed bank. 
Currently follow up occurs every six months, although this will drop back to 
once a year after the project’s completion. This will continue for three years in 
an attempt to ensure the complete eradication of the species from the area. 

Unfortunately, as a consequence of the successful eradication of pond apple 
from a 2 km stretch of creek bank (a tributary of Lelia Creek), large gaps 
in vegetation have allowed areas to become infested with other weeds. To 
reduce this secondary impact on plant biodiversity and water quality, weed removal and vegetation efforts are now 
underway in conjunction with Pioneer Catchment and Landcare Group. It is hoped that through these efforts the 
creek system will be fully restored to its original state prior to the invasion of pond apple. 

Reef Catchments is also working with the Queensland Department 
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry to develop Pond Apple DNA 
detection in water bodies to aid on-ground survey efforts. This is being 
done in conjunction with work on DNA detection of Mimosa pigra. This 
work has only just begun, and the results are expected to be highly 
sought after. 

Cape York Pond Apple Project, Temple Bay by Russell Graham, Cape York Weeds and Feral Animals 
Program.
Temple Bay is located 425 km NW of Cooktown and 170 km SE of Bamaga on the east coast of Cape York. The 
project was developed with the aim of protecting the unique Temple Bay Fish Habitat Area and associated wetland 
areas from Pond Apple. During aerial survey operations approximately 4 Ha of pond apple was detected along 24 
km of coastline in the Temple Bay vicinity and the area between Glennie Inlet to the south and the Olive River to the 
north has been the target of an annual control program over the last four years.

PoNd APPlE uNdEr thE SPotliGht                             (cont.)
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Since 2008, with a lot of hard work and determination by CYWAFAP crews, and with assistance from Mapoon 
Rangers in 2010 we have now completed initial control treatments on all infestations in the area. This season (2012) 
has seen the final one hectare of pond apple treated and now the crews will move into monitoring and doing follow-
up work on all sites during future trips. 

   
Crews used a number of control techniques including basal barking and foliar spraying (seedlings) in non-aquatic 
areas to cut stumping, stem injection, foliar spraying and hand pulling in aquatic areas. High temperatures and 
humidity made working conditions in these swampy areas almost intolerable. At times the crew were required to 
wade waist-deep in water and physically cut and remove plants in order to progress control work further into the 
infestation, constantly mindful of the ever-present threat of crocodiles inhabiting these creeks.
   

With the pond apple infestations down to a manageable level, CYWAFAP will focus on a mentoring and training 
partnership with Traditional Owners and Ranger groups for the area. The goal is to enable them to take the lead role 
in future monitoring and follow-up control work at Temple Bay eventually leading to this unique area being declared 
and maintained free of pond apple.

Mechanical control trials in the Daintree, Peter Logan Cairns Regional Council
Continuing on from positive results of mechanical control trials for pond apple in the Baileys Creek infestation in the 
Daintree catchment, we took advantage of the dry start to the wet season to get some machinery in to treat a dense 
infestation in a Melaleuca wetland. The machine we used was a posi-track mulcher which uses a rotating flail to 
grind the trees down to ground level. Herbicide is then applied via spray nozzles on the mulcher deck. The primary 
advantage of mechanical control is the speed at which it can clear dense stands and the safety of operational staff 
(a machinery operator in an air-con cab is much less susceptible to fatigue/injury than ground staff). Limitations are 
access to seasonally inundated sites and the danger of bogging and manoeuvrability in amongst native vegetation.
 

PoNd APPlE uNdEr thE SPotliGht                             (cont.)
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PoNd APPlE uNdEr thE SPotliGht                            (cont.)

 

  
In the Baileys Creek infestation the native vegetation consists of open melaleuca woodland with a ground story of 
sedges and Pandanus. Mechanical control works well in these circumstances because the sedges and Panadanus 
quickly respond and recolonise. The wetland is largely devoid of other weed species so the site recovery by 
desirable vegetation is relatively rapid. In the hands of a skilled operator the machine is highly selective and ground 
crews follow up with chainsaws to clean up around the retained native tree.

The development and 
refinement of mechanical 
control has given us 
another tool in the toolbox 
for managing pond apple. 
It is not suited to all 
situations by a long shot 
but where it is it can help 
us make some big leaps 
forward in management 
and give control teams 
a great morale boost to 
boot. 

For more information on mechanical control trials see Stephen Setter’s (QDAFF) work on the same or check the 
pond apple pages on FNQ Pest Advisory Forum website at www.fnqpaf.com.au 

left:
Melaleuca woodland 
after first round of 
control

Right:
Traditional cut stump for 
pond apple (l-r) drop the 
top, cut the stump, apply 
herbicide to the cambium

Below: a dense infestation of pond apple (the clubbed, fluted trunks) makes up over 90% of this vegetative transition between 
Melaleuca and mangrove woodland. The sparse sedges remaining would have made up the bulk of the understorey prior to the 
infestation.
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oN GrouNd ActioN

clASS 1 PlANtS – thE uNWANtEd        
           craig hunter, biosecurity Queensland, dAff

This segment is a continuation of last editions feature on a specific Class 1 species that is present in Queensland, 
but the extent of the occurrence is still relatively unknown to Biosecurity Queensland.

Each edition of Weedshine will have a feature on one of these pests where more detail will be provided and any 
reports of previously featured Class 1 pests will be listed.

So again… keep your eyes peeled and send in anything you see!

Bridal Creeper, Asparagus asparagoides 
Bridal Creeper is a Class 1 weed in Queensland and is native of tropical and southern Africa.  It belongs to the 
family Asparagaceae of which also contains Climbing Asparagus fern and Basket Asparagus (Class 3 weeds). 

Bridal Creeper was brought into Australia in the 19th Century as an ornamental garden plant. As the name suggests 
it is a vine that grows from rhizomes and tubers. These root systems develop into almost impenetrable mats below 
the soil surface which enables the plants to be relatively drought resistant. The above ground growth quickly climbs 
anything in its path and completely smothers and kills it. The plant is spread mainly by animals (principally birds) 
that eat the small red fruit and disperse it.

It has a very widespread distribution in the southern states where it has penetrated undisturbed native bushland and 
has caused loss of biodiversity by displacing many species off native plants. 

Climex modelling has shown that the most susceptible area of Queensland is the south eastern area, principally in 
the cooler environments in the higher altitudes such as Stanthorpe, Toowoomba, Warwick and possibly the coastal 
ranges.

Bridal creeper infestaton.               Image courtesy CSIRO.
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Small infestations occur in areas from Crows Nest to 
Stanthorpe. These are subject to ongoing eradication 
programs. There are potentially a lot more undetected 
infestations existing in bushland in southern 
Queensland, as garden ornamentals are still being 
detected.

Please keep your eyes open and contact the relevant 
local or state government officers if you suspect any 
plants you come across to be Bridal Creeper.

clASS 1 PlANtS - thE uNWANtEd                                        (cont.)

left:
Close up of bridal creeper flowers
Photo courtesy http://www.flickr.com/photos/cetp/8054222535/
sizes/o/in/photostream/

Bottom:
Bridal creeper leaf formation 
Photo courtesy Craig Hunter
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ENviroNMENtAl WEEd coNtrol      
With A PotENtiAlly uNrEcoGNiSEd coMMErciAl bENEfit 
         John clarkson, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service

Coffee (Coffea arabica) has been grown in Australia since the early 1880s.  At one stage about 40% of Australia’s 
consumption was produced on plantations in northern New South Wales and along the Queensland coast to as 
far north as Cooktown.  High costs of production and an inability to compete with lower priced imports saw the 
industry collapse in the 1920s.  However, plants continued to be grown widely in gardens.  With the development 
of mechanical harvesting techniques, there was a resurgence in commercial production in the 1980s.  The main 
growing areas are now centred on the Atherton Tablelands in far north Queensland and the Tweed, Richmond and 
Clarence River Valleys in New South Wales.

Coffee is a perennial, evergreen shrub native to central Africa.  Left unmanaged, it can grow into a small tree 
reaching 6m in height.  The attractive, sweetly-scented white flowers are borne in clusters along the branches.  
These are followed by bright red, or sometimes yellow, fleshy fruits usually containing two seeds.  The fruits are 
highly attractive to fruit-eating birds and small mammals which readily spread the seeds in their droppings.  Dried 
fruits and seeds will float and can be spread by running water.

The plant is shade-tolerant and will invade undisturbed rainforest.  While it is claimed by some to have little impact 
in these forests, it has proved weedy in many parts of the world.  Once established, plants have the potential to 
dominate the site to the exclusion of native species.  It is not a declared species under Queensland legislation, but 
the Wet Tropics Management Authority lists it as a high-priority newly emerging weed that should be eradicated.

above:
Sweet-smelling, white flowers followed by bright red berries (left) which 
are particularly attractive to fruit eating birds.  

Photos courtesy Forest and Kim Starr.

The Tablelands National Parks Volunteers Association has been working closely with Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service (QPWS) to remove small populations of coffee from the Crater Lakes National Park (Lake Eacham and 
Lake Barrine section) between Yungaburra and Malanda on the Atherton Tablelands.  Between October 2010 and 
April 2012, QPWS staff and volunteers undertook close to 400 person-hours surveying and removing almost 15,000 
plants from 12.5ha at Lake Barrine alone.

Control is achieved by hand pulling seedlings and small plants.  Larger plants are cut and the stumps treated with 
Vigilant® Herbicide Gel (a.i. Picloram 43g/kg).  Experience has shown that care should be taken to ensure cut limbs 
and small plants are stacked well clear of the soil.  If this is not done, adventitious roots are often produced and the 
plants will regrow.  Large plants should also be cut as low as possible.  Resprouting will occur if plants are cut too 
high, even if treated with Vigilant.
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Besides the obvious environmental benefits of removing feral coffee, there could be significant future benefits to 
the commercial industry.  Coffee rust, the most economically important coffee disease in the world, is caused by 
the fungus Hemileia vastatrix.  Australia remains one of the few coffee-growing regions of the world free from this 
devastating disease. Although the existence of an alternate host has been speculated, at this stage it appears that 
the fungus can only exist on species of the genus Coffea.  Should the disease ever penetrate Australia’s quarantine 
barriers, the presence of feral coffee plants could compromise any early eradication attempts.  It is very much in the 
industry’s interests to encourage the eradication of wild populations and to encourage home gardeners to replace 
coffee with a less invasive species.  The latter would of course also help prevent reinfestation of areas where local 
eradication has been achieved.

above:
adventitous roots are readily produced by cut stems.  
Photo courtesy Miki Bradley, qPWS

ENviroNMENtAl WEEd coNtrol ...                                             (cont.)

rEStrictioNS PlAcEd oN diuroN uSE.           
         from APMvA regulatory update No: 162, Nov 2012

The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) has announced the outcomes of its review of 
diuron, a herbicide used for the control of agricultural weeds and weeds and algae in and around water bodies.

The announcement affirms the registration of most diuron products but with significant changes to their conditions of 
use. Specific restrictions apply to individual crops, and in the case of sugarcane and pineapple, additional seasonal 
‘no-spray windows’ apply.

While the overall changes are complex, the APVMA has taken a very pragmatic and tailored approach to local use 
and conditions, making a considerable effort to develop workable instructions for the continued use of diuron, while 
ensuring we can effectively manage risks from the use of this environmentally mobile and persistent chemical.

To ensure an orderly phasing in of the new arrangements, the APVMA has issued a permit for 12 months, to 
cover existing stock in the supply chain. This stock can continue to be used in accordance with the arrangements 
established under the suspension including a wet season ‘no-spray window for some tropical crops.

For more information go to: http://www.apvma.gov.au/products/review/completed/diuron.php
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www.wsq.org.au

SPEciAl MEEtiNG of         
thE WEEd SociEty of QuEENSlANd    

the meeting is being called to give WSQ members the 
opportunity to put their views forward on the WSQ’s role 

in pest management advocacy.

Date:    friday 12 April 2013
Time:   10.00am – 11.00am (followed by morning tea)
Venue: bailey room, Qld herbarium


